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INTRODUCTION
Publication of the present review comes at a time

when important changes are taking place in the art of
speech transmission over long trunk telephone circuits.
For new construction, cables containing several hundred
conductors will be superseded by those permitting the
transmission of frequencies up to 100 kc./sec. and higher,
over a few conductors. These will be used as part of
wide-band carrier telephone systems providing a large
number of different speech channels over one pair of
conductors. A coaxial cable between London and
Birmingham, designed to provide 320 speech channels
over each coaxial pair, comes within this category, as
well as cables of more conventional design. A new type
of amplifier capable of handling en bloc the whole of the
frequency band transmitted over a pair of conductors,
and technical improvements in the design of filter net-
works, have combined to make such systems com-
mercially practicable.

In the near future the ease of setting up a long-distance
connection will be increased as the signalling facilities
existing in local areas are extended to the trunk network
by the use of alternating currents in the voice-frequency
range for the transmission of signals and dialling impulses.
It will be possible for the operator at the originating trunk
exchange to exercise complete supervision over a call and,
in cases where it terminates in an automatic area, to
build up the complete connection by dialling. In the
immediate future the extent of this development in Great
Britain will exceed that in any other country.

During the past few years there has also been a growing
recognition by telephone engineers that the volume of the
received sound is not the true criterion of the excellence
of a telephone conversation. Increasing attention has
been paid to the quality of the received speech. This
tendency has directed experimental work towards the
development of transmitters and receivers giving in-
creased fidelity of reproduction over a wider frequency
range than hitherto. Notable improvements have re-
sulted in America, but they have not yet been fully
absorbed into the public service owing to adverse
economic conditions.

While the experimental work leading to the above
developments has been taking place, the availability of
the telephone in rural areas in Great Britain has been
increased by the construction of small unattended auto-
matic exchanges giving a 24-hour service. The conver-
sion of city areas to automatic working is proceeding as
manually operated exchanges reach the end of their
economic life.

In the British telegraph service the period has been
mostly one of consolidation, during which the extensive
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developments referred to in the previous review} have
been brought into service throughout the whole country.
Except for telegraphy to ships the use of the Morse Code
has disappeared in Great Britain and, apart from minor
local circuits worked by telephone methods, teleprinter
working is universal. In other countries morse is in
process of being displaced. International telegraphy
over certain Atlantic cables has benefited by the applica-
tion of a new multiplex system enabling higher signalling
speeds to be obtained. Improvements in the terminal
equipment have further reduced the delay in handling
cable messages.

Following the practice adopted in previous reviews of
progress dealing with this subject, Table 1 gives the
mileage of telephone and telegraph wire in the principal
countries of the world. It also shows the extent of
telephone development in these countries.

TELEPHONY
Subscribers' Apparatus

Telephone receivers.
Moving-coil telephone receivers have been developed

and, by comparison with normal moving-iron receivers,
have a more extended frequency range over which the
sensitivity is well maintained. They are, however,
bulkier and heavier than moving-iron receivers, and
generally less sensitive at frequencies below 3 000 cycles
per sec. It does not appear likely that the latter will be
displaced for general use, but improved types of moving-
iron receiver have been designed and tested and are in
production in the U.S.A., Germany, and Great Britain.
The improvements have been effected in various different
ways, but generally a more uniform sensitivity over the
desired frequency range has been obtained by suitable
adjustment of the natural frequencies and the extent of
damping of the mechanical and acoustical resonances.
Factory manufacture of the improved type was com-
menced 2 years ago in the U.S.A., and about 2 millions
are probably now in service. In this country it is
proposed to make use of the first supplies of the new
receiver for special telephones, to be used in positions
where the conditions are difficult.

Telephone transmitters.
There are no indications of any change from the carbon-

granule type of telephone transmitter for general use.
Improvements have been made in the detailed design of
the inset form, used by the Post Office, chiefly to render
it more immune to the deteriorating effects of moisture
when used in public call-boxes and other places where the
calling rate is high. Modern methods of measurement
and improved laboratory apparatus have made possible a

J B. S. COHEN: Journal I.E.E., 1935, vol. 76, p. 169.
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Table 1

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH DEVELOPMENT OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES

Miles of telephone
wire

Total length of
junc t ion and
trunk circuits,
miles

Percentage of total
junc t ion and
trunk-c i rcui t
mileage con-
tained in land
and sea cables

Number of tele-
phones

Telephones per 100
of population

5 years' increase in
number of tele-
phones (1931-
1936), per cent

Percentage of total
number of tele-
phones served by
automatic ex-
changes

Number of tele-
phone conversa-
tions per annum
(in millions), 1936

Miles of telegraph
wire

Number of tele-
grams sent per
annum (in mil-
lions), 1936

Australia

2 600 000*

579 567*

8-5

18-8

44-8*

514

104 000

16-2

Belgium

1 918 000

121 300f

88 -8f

393 528f

4-7

19-5

64-4f

294

35 000

5-6

Canada

5 197 000

1 266 228 [̂

11-4

- 7-4

43-8

2 449

357 000

11 -7

Denmark

1 353 000

167 000

76 1

425 951

11-2

14 6

36-6

665

7 500

1-7

France

5 603 000

1 197 000

5 3 1

1 552 618

3-7

20-6

51-6

941

319 000

28-7

Germany

16 470 000

1 495 000$

79-2$

3 623 697$

5-3

9-3

2 562

166 000

17-2

Gt. Britain
and

N. Ireland

13 150 000

795 000$

92 -0$

3 050 012$

6-5

34-3

54 0$

I 983

255 000

58-8

Holland

1 220 000

201 600

92-6

401 484

4-6

17 '3

69-9

12 000

3 0

Italy

1 660 000

241 500§

68-2§

568 279§

1-3

272 000

Norway

655 000

82 600§

14-5§

221 907§

7-7

8-6

49-5§

253

23 000

2-9

Sweden

2 580 000

517 500

62-6

738 698

11-8

22-6

36-2

985

19 000

3-9

U.S.A.

90 500 000

8 080 000

8 3 0

19 450 331

15-3

- 6-0

43-7

26 800

2 285 000

190

Except for the U.S.A.
the mileages given in
this row are those
e x i s t i n g at the
beginning of 1937

The mileages given are
those of circuits and
not wires. The lengths
of phantom and
carrier-current cir-
cuits are included,
but spares are not
included

Land-cable mileage in-
cludes both under-
ground and aerial
cables

The figure for France
represents a 5j-yr. in-
crease, that for Nor-
way a 4J-yr. increase

Includes local and trunk
calls and outgoing
international calls

The mileages given in
this row are those
existing at the be-
ginning of 1937

The data given apply to 1st January, 1938, unless otherwise stated. They have been compiled mainly from Europdischer Fernsprechdtenst, 1938,
and Telegraph Statistics of the World " for 1937, published by the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.

At 30th June, 1936. t At 1st March, 1938. X At 31st March, 1938. § At 30th June, 1937.
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considerable elucidation of the modus operandi of the
carbon-granule transmitter. This new knowledge has
already been put to practical use by the Bell System
companies (in the U.S.A.), who have brought into service
a redesigned telephone transmitter, used without a
mouthpiece. Like the new receiver, this transmitter
shows a marked improvement over earlier instruments
as regards variation in sensitivity with change of fre-
quency. The sensitivity is also less affected by change
of position with respect to the mouth.

Methods of connection, etc.
The new telephone transmitters and receivers referred

to have been designed for incorporation in the combined
hand-set, or hand microtelephone, which is becoming
normal equipment. In the construction of such equip-
ment the period has been marked by a considerable
increase in the extent to which plastic mouldings have
been employed to simplify design, and to .reduce overall
size. As in other items of subscribers' equipment, there
is a tendency to make greater use than before of newly
developed magnetic materials, including high-permea-
bility alloys, typified by Permalloy and Permandur, and
the cobalt and aluminium-nickel-cobalt series of per-
manent-magnet alloys. These materials give not only
improved performance but also reduced size.

An important development on both sides of the Atlantic
has been the introduction of an anti-side-tone method of
connection of the transmitter and receiver as standard for
new telephone sets, i.e. connection in such a way that
there is a reduction in the loudness of the talking sub-
scriber's own speech as heard by himself. The advan-
tages to be gained from this method of connection were
realized in this country and in America prior to 1935.
Together with the substitution of older-type transmitters
and receivers by those with improved characteristics, it
has resulted in very considerable improvement in the
quality of speech transmission. The anti-side-tone cir-
cuit affords especial advantage in the presence of room
and traffic noises, commonly met with in call-office
working, and is used for the equipment installed in the
new telephone kiosks designed by Sir Giles Scott and
introduced by the Post Office.

Increased efficiency of apparatus has made possible the
use of cables containing conductors as small as 10 and
6|- lb. per mile for connecting subscribers to the exchange.

Loud-speaking telephones, etc.
In this country considerable progress has been made in

the development of the loudj-speaking telephone for use
in place of the ordinary hand-set. Trials with a rather
expensive type of equipment comprising a distant-pick-
up microphone and loud-speaker have shown that a
satisfactory service can be obtained when the apparatus
is installed in a reasonably quiet office. The equipment
includes an interesting example of a voice-operated
switching system utilizing rectifier attenuation networks
as switches.* The switching provides that the circuit is
only open to speech in one direction at a time, and thus
prevents interaction between the loud-speaker and the
microphone. A " break in " facility is also provided so

* L. E. RYAIX: " A New Subscribers' Loud-speaking Telephone," Post Office
Electrical Engineers' Journal, 1936, vol. 29, p. 6.

that incoming speech can obtain control of switches that
are operated in the reverse direction. The design of the
equipment has recently been simplified, giving a sub-
stantial reduction in cost while retaining the existing
facUities.

Deaf-aid equipment, comprising an amplifier for use
with a normal telephone receiver, has been the subject of
further improvement.

Methods of Interconnection
During the past 4 years, automatic telephone exchanges

have been steadily replacing manual types, with benefit to
the service given to the subscriber, especially at night.
At the end of September, 1937, there were 2 355 auto-
matic exchanges in the United Kingdom and 3 366
manual exchanges, serving respectively 1 516 349 and
1 386 079 stations. This represents an increase of 56 %
in the number of automatic exchanges during the period
under review.

Exchange apparatus and systems.
Side by side with progressive automatization, con-

siderable progress has been made by the Post Office
towards the use of apparatus of simplified and stan-
dardized design. The 3 000 Type relay, embodying many
of the best features of pre-existing types, was stan-
dardized some 4-5 years ago. A simplified design, the
600 Type, with limited capacity, followed in 1935.
Somewhat similar standardization of designs conforming
fairly closely to earlier American types is taking place
within the Bell Telephone System. On both sides of the
Atlantic twin contacts are being used. Silver has been
adopted by the Post Office as a general-purpose contact
material, while American practice favours the more
general use of palladium.

Close co-operation between the Post Office and the
British manufacturers of telephone apparatus has resulted
in the design of a 2-motion selector, known as the
2 000 Type switch, which is cheaper and lighter than
any of the five different types hitherto used, and occupies
less space on the racks. The first main exchange utilizing
the new equipment was opened at Rugby in October,
1936, and 2 000 Type equipment will be standardized for
all new exchanges. The electrical circuits associated with
the switch have been redesigned and a balanced method
introduced of applying supervisory tones to the line.
This will render the tone less likely to be overheard on
other circuits. Construction of unit types of automatic
exchange has proceeded in the less densely populated
areas in Great Britain. Types having ultimate capacities
of 100, 200, and 800 lines have been standardized.

The cross-bar system.
Development of the " cross-bar " switch in the U.S.A.

has made possible the construction of automatic ex-
changes operating on principles similar to that developed
by Betulander in Europe. By means of relay-like opera-
tions the switch enables connections to be made and
held at will at any co-ordinate point in an array of fixed
and moving contacts wired together to form vertical and
horizontal multiples. The first American exchange of
this type was opened in Brooklyn at the end of 1937, with
an initial capacity of 1 600 lines, and a 10 000-line
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exchange of the same type is under construction in New
York City. Cross-bar-type exchanges are anticipated to
give improved service with less maintenance and require
a shorter installation period than the panel-type equip-
ment used in the largest American cities.

Supervisory tones and verbal announcements.
An inductor-type alternator having separate windings

to give better quality " dial," " ringing ," and " busy "
tones has been developed. Another development has
been the experimental replacement since April, 1935, of
the " busy " tone by verbal announcement of the word
" engaged" in the Folkestone area. Observations show
that the change has resulted in a reduction in holding
time and in the number of " confirmation calls," and the
experiment is being extended to the Reading and Maid-
stone areas. The announcement is given by means of
a photo-electric equipment utilizing a sound film mounted
on a continuously rotating drum.*

Extension of subscriber dialling areas.
Provision is to be made for all calls of less than

15 miles in Great Britain to be dialled by subscribers
without calling in an operator. This necessitates the
provision of equipment for automatic discrimination and
for registration on the subscriber's meter of the charges
for calls costing up to 4 times the normal penny fee. As
a result of transmission over a number of junction
circuits interconnecting intermediate exchanges, the
dialling impulses may suffer such distortion that they
can no longer be depended upon to step correctly the
selecting switches. This problem has been intensively
studied, and appears likely to be met by the use of a
device known as a mechanical regenerator. This accepts
and stores incoming impulses in such a way that they
control the subsequent sending-forward of corresponding
trains of reformed impulses. Work is well advanced
which will make possible the incorporation of such
devices in the relay sets in various types of automatic
exchange.

Junction signalling and dialling.
Dialling by the usual methods of automatic telephony

cannot be accomplished over circuits where the resistance
exceeds about 1 500 ohms. For longer junction circuits,
however, increasing use is being made of cables contain-
ing light-gauge conductors and equipped with amplifiers.
Experimental work in the Post Office laboratories has
resulted in a systemf which will give signalling and
dialling facilities over such circuits up to 4 400 ohms loop
resistance, corresponding roughly to 100 miles of 20 lb.
per mile star-quad cable. Direct-current pulses are
transmitted over the phantom circuit, but the received
signal shape is improved by use of the principle of the
inductive shunt. The more sharply defined pulses result-
ing are impressed on the grid of a pentode valve and
control the operation of a polarized relay in the anode
circuit. It has been found necessary to dissociate all
incidental equipment from the line during the dialling

• H. WILLIAMS and W. A. HIBBBRD: "The Replacement of • Busy' Tone by
Verbal Announcement," Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal, 1935, vol. 28,
p. 208.

t W. H. B. COOPER: "Differentiated Impulse System of Dialling over Long
Junctions," \b\d., 1938, vol. 31, p. 108

period. This necessitates storage of impulses at the
outgoing end in the mechanical regenerator previously
referred to, while a pre-dialling signal is being sent.

Signalling on trunk circuits.
Very great changes are impending in the methods of

signalling over repeatered trunk circuits. Replacement
of voice-frequency ringing methods by systems utilizing
voice-frequency currents to give automatic signalling
and dialling facilities was anticipated in the 1935 review.
Development in Great Britain has taken place in advance
of that elsewhere, and the introduction of voice-frequency
signalling and dialling between many of the zone centres
in this country is planned for 1939. The frequencies to
be employed, 600 and 750 cycles per sec, are those
standardized by the C.C.I.F.* for signalling and dialling
over international circuits, and the signals necessary to
cause the automatic switching operations use coded
pulses of current at one or other of these frequencies.
Dialling is accomplished by sending pulses of current at
750 cycles per sec. One of the most difficult problems
involved is that of making a signal receiver which has to
respond to signalling frequencies of widely varying inten-
sities when they represent signals and yet be immune to
operation by the same frequencies when they occur in
speech. In principle such receivers comprise a tuned
detector circuit, responding to the signalling frequencies,
and a guard circuit operated by speech currents of selected
non-signal frequency. When operated, the guard circuit
prevents any signal being given by the detector circuit.
This can be ensured either by relay operation or by the
application of blocking negative bias to the grids of the
signalling valves, as in the case of the British receiver.
This receiver utilizes three valves, the first of which
operates on a development of the overloaded-amplifier
principle and will keep the output to succeeding stages
constant despite a wide variation of input level.
Following selection of the signalling frequencies, two
valves, operating on the well-known rectified reaction
principle, control respectively the response of anode-
circuit relays to currents at 600 and 750 cycles per seat
3 906 of these receivers are being installed in connection
with the immediate conversion programme of the British
Post Office. They take all their power supply from the
60-volt exchange battery, and with permissible variations
in the battery voltage and other conditions will operate
satisfactorily with incoming signals varying in level over
a range of 25 db.

Holland has equipped many lines for voice-frequency
signalling and dialling by, utilizing the non-standard
frequency of 2 400 cycles per sec. for the purpose. Trunk
circuits between several Italian cities are being operated
with voice-frequency signalling, while considerable
developments along the same lines are likely in Germany.
British contractors are utilizing the frequencies of 600
and 750 cycles per sec. for signalling and dialling over
trunk lines in the Irish Free State and in Australia.

Current of a frequency of 50 cycles per sec. is being used
for transmitting dialling impulses over fairly long circuits
in Switzerland and in South Africa. It is not likely,

• Comity Consultatif International Telephonique.
t T. H. FLOWERS and B. M. HADFIELD: "Voice-frequency Signalling on

Trunk Circuits," Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers, Professional
Paper No. 162.
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however, that such a system will find application in
Great Britain.

An interesting innovation, the Tarifeur, was put into
use in December, 1936, on the Bruges-Blankenberghe
circuit. This registers automatically on a ticket the
particulars which under manual working are noted by
the telephonist. It is likely, however, that trunk calls
will be handled by operators at the originating trunk
exchange for very many years to come. Telephone
engineers are envisaging the time when such operators
will be able, without assistance, to obtain a wanted
subscriber in another country by dialling over inter-
national lines. Tentative decisions have already been
taken by the C.C.I.F. with regard to the code of
signals for such a purpose.

Wire Transmission
Voice-frequency circuits.

The rapid growth of the British trunk network is shown
by Table 2.

Apart from recent construction, the majority of the
British trunk circuits are provided by voice-frequency
4-wire circuits in coil-loaded underground cables. Pro-
vision of zero-attenuation circuits between zone centres,
referred to as a notable development in 1935, has con-
tinued, and 1 682 echo-suppressors have been installed in

Table 2

At 1st October, 1934
At 1st October, 1935
At 1st October, 1936
At 1st October, 1937

Circuits longer
than 25 miles

4 136
4 719
5 367
5 820

Circuits longer
than 200 miles

69
109
159
209

this connection. Improved equipment has been intro-
duced to economize time spent on carrying out routine
measurements, and enables simple a.c. measurements to
be made from positions in the exchange previously
restricted to d.c. testing. This has involved develop-
ment of stable single-frequency oscillators having auto-
matically controlled outputs, and these are used in con-
junction with stable amplifier-detectors which operate
with d.c. voltmeters for overall-loss measurements. The
testing equipment has been developed with particular
regard to constancy of performance. For more precise
measurements and for fault location there have been
developed a stable, uniform-output, oscillator having a
frequency range of 30 to 16 000 cycles per sec. controlled
by a single dial, and a direct-reading level-measuring set.
Considerable advances in testing technique and apparatus
have also been made abroad, particularly in America
and Germany.

Some improvements have been made in the materials
used for loading-coil cores, and in America a molybdenum
permalloy is now being utilized which results in coils of
smaller size and lower cost.

Application of carrier-frequency working to lines pre-
viously worked solely as voice-frequency circuits.

Carrier telephone systems over open wires were in
extensive service in the U.S.A. as far back as 1931.
Standard systems now yield up to 16 circuits for each
pair of wires, different carrier frequencies being used for
the channels forming the " go " and " return " paths of
each circuit. The highest frequency used is 140 kc./sec.
Corresponding development in Great Britain was cramped,
since open-wire lines were relatively short and contained
many underground-cable'sections. Comparatively cheap
equipment* using a carrier frequency of 6 • 5 kc./sec. has
been developed and gives an additional speech circuit to
meet seasonal traffic requirements, etc.

Recent study of the conditions governing the use of
carrier telephony in cables has shown that it is com-
mercially possible to use for this purpose selected pairs in
many existing cables designed solely for transmission of
voice frequencies. Transmission is only possible over
non-loaded or very lightly loaded pairs, which have to be
so spaced within the cable that they experience the
minimum amount of mutual interference. Use of
lightly loaded or non-loaded pairs, however, increases the
transmission velocity of the circuit, which may reach
120 000 miles per sec. This is 5 or 6 times greater than
that of cables loaded for working in the voice-frequency
range only, and ample for telephoning satisfactorily over
any distances possible on this planet. Attenuation at
the higher frequencies usually fixes the maximum spacing
of repeater stations. A system giving 4 carrier channels
with 16 kc./sec. as the highest transmitted frequency has
been developed by the Post Officef as a means of obtain-
ing additional circuits from existing cables. This was.
applied to pairs loaded with 6-mH coils, spaced at
1000-yard intervals, in the Liverpool-Glasgow cable
after a single-channel carrier system had been successfully
worked over other pairs in the same cable.

In the U.S.A. some existing cables have been adapted
to 12-circuit working using a maximum carrier frequency
of 60 kc./sec. Whereas with .4-circuit working it is
possible to include " go " and " return " channels in one
cable, the near-end cross-talk between circuits trans-
mitting in opposite directions makes this impossible with
the higher carrier frequencies employed for the 12-circuit
system.

Systems designed for carrier-frequency working.
(i) Multi-quad cables.—The Bristol-Plymouth 12-cir-

cuit carrier system, opened to service at the end of 1936,
was the first of a number of such systems working over
specially designed cables. The equipment on this route
has recently been described to The Institution.^ Paired
cables were used, i.e. the pairs were not twisted together
to form quads, as is usual in voice-frequency cables, and
" go" and " return" channels were segregated to-
separate cables. The highest carrier frequency used is
60 kc./sec, and the system provides 228 telephone circuits
over two cables, each containing 19 pairs of wires.

As a result of the success obtained with the Bristol-
• R. J. HALSEY: " Recent Advances in Carrier Telephony," Institution of

Post Office Electrical Engineers, Professional Paper No. 157.
t R. J. HALSEY and D. P. M. MILLAR: " Carrier System No. 4 ," Post Office-

Electrical Engineers' Journal, 3 936, vol. 29, p. 226.
t A. S. ANGWIN and R. A. MACK: " Modern Methods of Multi-channel Tele-

phony on Cables," Journal I.E E., 1937, vol. 81, p. 573.
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Plymouth installation, other cables designed for 12-
circuit working were rapidly laid and this will be a
premier means of providing future long-distance circuits
in this country. Cables have already been provided
for 15 routes with a route mileage of 1 696 and,
when fully equipped, will provide 288 circuits on each
route. The use of separate " go " and " return " cables
of the star-quad type, but having 12 quads (groups of
4 conductors) in the space previously occupied by 19
quads, has been standardized. The conductor weight is
401b. per mile. Development-of multi-quad cables for
this purpose has required more accurate manufacturing
processes, and increased spacing both between the con-
ductors and between the conductors and the sheath.
Different lays have to be adopted for each quad, in order
to reduce mutual electromagnetic coupling. Reduction
of the remaining cross-talk to negligible proportions can
only be obtained by auxiliary balancing networks.

(ii) Coaxial cables.—The structure formed by a pair of
concentric or coaxial conductors was the subject of much
theoretical study by prominent mathematical physicists
during the latter half of the nineteenth century. Use of
such a structure for long-distance transmission of tele-
communication signals extending over a wide frequency-
band dates, however, from experiments carried out at
Phoenixville, U.S.A., in 1933. The experiments showed
that it was possible to transmit a frequency band, about
4 Mc./sec. wide, over a circuit comprising a copper wire
supported along the axis of a copper tube of about £ in.
internal diameter, in such a way that the majority of the
dielectric was air. The first cable based on the new
principles to be laid in this country has already been
described in-the Journal* The cable contains 4 tubes
within an outer lead sheath 1 • 74 in. in diameter. Two
of these tubes are to provide respectively the " go " and
" return " paths for 320 carrier telephone circuits utilizing
carrier frequencies spaced at 5 000 cycles per sec. intervals
between 0-5 and 2-1 Mc./sec. The other two tubes are
reserved for the possible future transmission of television
programmes requiring a wide frequency band. The
original cable was laid between London and Birmingham,
and is being extended to Newcastle via Manchester and
Leeds, making a total of 344 route miles for the British
coaxial-cable system. Other coaxial cables have been,
laid between New York and Philadelphia and between
Berlin and Leipzig. Both are 2-tube systems, the
American being designed for 240 simultaneous 2-way
telephone conversations, utilizing a frequency band up
to 1 Mc./sec. The terminal equipment and repeaters at
present associated in the German equipment only permit
working over a frequency band between 0-8 and
1 • 3 Mc./sec. Other similar cables are projected or being
laid in Germany.

Filters for carrier telephone systems.
The filters at present used at the terminal stations of

12-channel systems in this country are of conventional
design electrically, consisting of inductance coils and
condensers. For corresponding American systems, the
piezo-electric coupling between electrical and mechanical
oscillations of quartz-crystal plates has been used to

• A. S. ANGWIN and R. A. MACK: loc. cit. For further details see A. H.
MUMFORD: "The London-Birmingham Coaxial Cable System," Post Office
Electrical Engineers' Journal, 1937, vol. 30, p. 206.

provide the equivalent of inductive reactances with much
lower losses than can be obtained by the use of inductance
coils. In both countries, quartz-crystal plates form an
integral part of the channel filters in the coaxial-cable
system.

Repeaters.
Development of multi-circuit carrier and wide-band

coaxial systems would not have been economically
practicable but for the development by Black* of an
amplifier capable of handling a wide band of frequencies
without giving rise to interference between components
at different frequencies. Such an amplifier finds its
application at intermediate repeater stations, where the
whole of the frequency spectrum is dealt with by one
amplifier without the necessity of separating the channels
The principle of negative feed-back is employed, and the
distortion of the amplifier is reduced proportionately with
the reduction of gain. Equalization of the overall circuit
loss over a wide frequency band is possible by giving to
the feed-back circuit a frequency characteristic of the
same shape as that of the line to be equalized. Propor-
tionate improvement in constancy of amplification with
variations in power-supply voltage is also effected.

On the British 12-circuit cable system the maximum
repeater spacing is 18 miles. Increased attenuation of
the higher frequencies makes closer spacing than this
necessary with a wide-band system, and on the London-
Birmingham coaxial cable the average distance between
repeaters is about 7 miles. The majority of the repeater
stations are unattended, their control and maintenance
being effected from the main stations and provision being
made for the automatic bringing-into-circuit of a spare
repeater should the working repeater fail. The power
supply required by the valves is fed over the coaxial
cable as 50-cycle current from the main stations without
interference to the transmission of " intelligence." At
the highest transmitted frequency the total attenuation of
a typical section between repeaters is of the order of
50 db.; and the gain/frequency characteristic of the
equalized circuit (cable and repeaters) is flat within about
± 3 db. over the whole transmitted frequency band—
from 0-5 to 2-1 Mc./sec.

International Telephony
Submarine cables.

A telephone service between Australia and Tasmania
was inaugurated in March, 1935, utilizing a recently laid
submarine cable of a type employing a single, non-loaded,
central conductor and coaxial return. The. dielectric
material was para-gutta (a mixture of de-proteinized
rubber, de-resinated balata, and wax). An intermediate
repeater station was possible on King Island, and
negative-feed-back amplifiers were used for the first time
in commercial practice. Six telephone circuits and a
music programme circuit together with telegraph facilities
are provided by carrier-frequency channels.

Two submarine cables of similar coaxial type were laid
between Aldeburgh and Domberg (Holland) in 1937.
Normally they will provide respectively the " go " and
" return " paths for 16 telephone circuits, the maximum

• H. S. BLACK: "Negative Feed-back Amolifiers," Electrical Engineering,
1934, vol. 53, p. 114.
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carrier frequency being 60 kc./sec. Similar cables were
also laid in 1937 across the North Channel between Port-
patrick (Scotland) and Donaghadee (N. Ireland). Another
was laid in 1937 between Nevin (Wales) and Howth (Irish
Free State), and one from Dartmouth to Jersey in 1938.
Owing to the short length of the North Channel cables
(21 nautical miles) the overall attenuation is lower than
in the case of the Dutch cables, so that, although they
are only equipped at present for 20 circuits, it is antici-
pated that it will be possible to add higher carrier-fre-
quency channels to give ultimately a maximum of
100 telephone circuits. In the case of the cables laid
singly, Nevin-Howth and Dartmouth-Jersey, the trans-
mitted frequency band is divided between a group of
3 " go " and 3 " return " channels.

Radio links.
Progress in radio communication is reviewed elsewhere,

but it may be of interest to note that, by means of a
radio link, public telephone service between this country
and Japan was opened in. March, 1935. Service via a
radio link with Iceland was commenced in August, 1935,
and with Kenya in March, 1936. The wavelengths
employed are 15-86 metres, Japan; 24-52 metres, Ice-
land; and 15-28 metres, Kenya. An improved 5-band
privacy system designed to enhance still further the
privacy of 2-way radio telephony was introduced in
1935 on the original long-wave radio circuit between
London and New York. Considerable improvements,
involving single-sideband working, have been made to
the short-wave transatlantic circuits.

Utilization of ultra-short-wave radio links (1-10 metre
band) for joining up telephone networks separated by sea
channels is of comparatively recent origin, the first
circuit to be employed on commercial traffic in Great
Britain having been brought into service in 1932. A
progressive policy is being maintained by the Post Office,
covering use of such means to extend the telephone
service to the Scilly Isles and outlying Scottish Islands,
including the Hebrides, Orkneys, and Shetlands. Tele-
phone service to the Channel Islands has been improved
by the installation of four ultra-short-wave radio-tele-
phone circuits, and to Northern Ireland by the addition
in 1937 of a 9-circuit ultra-short-wave system to the
6-circuit system operating across the North Channel since
1935. The new North Channel system utilizes a radio
carrier frequency of 76Mc./sec. in one direction and
83 Mc./sec. in the other. It represents an important
advance in technique in that the nine telephone channels
are provided on the one radio carrier in each direction.
Optical visibility exists between the two terminal stations,
the equipment at which is designed for unattended opera-
tion and is capable of remote control from the nearest
telephone exchange.

Protection against power circuits.
A revised edition of the " Directives " relating to the

protection of telecommunication lines against the inter-
fering effects of power systems has been prepared by the
C.C.I.F. in collaboration with representatives of various
international organizations representing electric trac-
tion, generation and distribution, and similar heavy-
current electrical engineering interests. Research work

which has thrown much light on the electromagnetic
coupling between two lines, the screening effects of cable
sheaths, and the distribution of disturbing harmonic
currents in power-system networks, has been taken into
account. Consideration also continues to be given to
the problem of mitigating the damage done to cable
sheaths by chemical corrosion and the electrolytic action
of stray currents.

Special Services
The period under review has been remarkable for the

popularity of services made available to the telephone
subscriber by the aid of photo-electric talking machines.
340 000 calls for time are made every week in London,
where a subscriber dialling the code TIM or asking for
the time is routed to the " speaking clock."* The
mechanism used to give a time announcement correct to
±0-1 sec. has already been described to The Institution.
This service was opened in London in 1936 and was
extended in 1938 to Edinburgh, Manchester, Glasgow,
Birmingham, Leeds, and Bristol, trunk lines being used
to feed the speech.from the London clock. Clocks of
somewhat similar design have been giving a remunerative
service in many Scandinavian cities, and in Warsaw, since
1934. A different type of mechanism utilizing photo-
electric reproduction from sound track printed on paper
strip carried by an opaque drum is used to give a time
service in France.

A simpler form of photo-electric talking machine was
put into service in Stockholm in June, 1936, for the
purpose of giving weather forecasts, and others of similar
design have since been constructed.

TELEGRAPHY
Inland Public Services

Voice-frequency multi-channel working.
Conversion of the main inland routes in this country

to voice-frequency telegraph systems working over the
telephone cable network commenced in 1932, and there
are at present 105 such systems installed, comprising
1 476 duplex channels. The features and advantages of
the system were described in the last review. To extend
the advantages to minor routes which do not justify the
provision of the 12- or 18-channel main-line system, a
smaller (4-channel) duplex system was introduced in
1935.| The equipment operates on a 2-wire repeatered
or non-repeatered circuit having up to 18 db. attenua-
tion, the carrier frequencies being 420, 660, 900, and
1 140 cycles per sec. in one direction and 1 380, 1 620,
1 860, and 2 100 cycles per sec. in the other. The equip-
ment is made for either battery or all-mains supply,
being normally all-mains at a small " out " office and
battery at the central office. There are 12 such systems
in use at the present time.

Ancillary working.
Expansion of about 40 per cent in the traffic following

the reduction of charges for Post Office telegrams in 1935
led to the desirability of converting to teleprinter work-
ing a large number of circuits over which telegrams had

* E. A. SPEIGHT and O. W. GILL: Journal I.E.E., 1937, vol. 80, p. 493.
t L. W. A. MITCHELL: " A 4-channel Duplex Voice-frequency Telegraph

System," Post Office Electrical Engineers' Jourtial, 1935, vol. 28, p. 182.
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been telephoned. A system of ancillary working has
been devised* to facilitate staffing requirements at centres
from which radiate a number of these lightly loaded
•circuits. The condition of the outgoing lines and tele-
printer positions are indicated separately on specially
•designed switchboards, and means are provided for con-
necting any line to any teleprinter position. The latter
are equipped with " answer back" units, which are
arranged to transmit automatically the code of the office
so as to save time in establishing and checking a connec-
tion. There are 25 ancillary systems now in use, com-
prising 520 circuits. Nearly 200 of these were previously
telephone-telegram circuits.

Use of radio links.
Communication between the Scilly Islands and the

mainland was improved early in 1938 by the opening of
two short-wave radio circuits. Teleprinters are worked
•over one of these, and provide the first instance of tele-
printers being commercially worked over a radio circuit
in this country. A German invention—the Siemens-
Hell writer—has been developed in that country for use
on radio circuits which are subject to more interference
than can be tolerated on a normal teleprinter circuit.
The transmitter consists of a keyboard controlling cams
specially shaped to produce impulses giving a facsimile
reproduction of the letter in a simplified form of picture
telegraph receiver. Irregularity in the received copy
results if there is excessive interference, but the character
is not rendered illegible.! To meet the requirements of a
<;heap system for the transmission of telegrams to and
from such places as the Scottish islands, a radio-phono-
gram equipment consist i ng essentially of a simple trans-
mitter-receiver providing telephonic communication in
one direction only at a time has been developed.

Telex. J
Provision of this service, in which a subscriber is

provided with a teleprinter and can then exchange type-
written communications with any other subscriber
•similarly equipped, was referred to in the last review.
The British service was originally operated on a frequency
of 300 cycles per sec, but a change-over to 1 500 cycles
per sec. was made in the latter part of 1936 in order to
line up with international agreement and to secure
advantages which the higher frequency has over the
lower. There are about 380 installations in this country.
The associated " printergram " service, whereby the sub-
scriber has direct communication with a telegraph office
for the transmission and reception of other telegrams by
teleprinter, necessitates the handling of an average of
7 500 incoming and 20 000 outgoing messages per week at
the 32 printergram positions in the Central Telegraph
€>ffice.

The Bell System operate a somewhat similar " tele-
typewriter " exchange service in the U.S.A. The
American system was developed on the basis of the sole
means of communication with the exchange operators
being by means of typed characters. (In the British
system the connection is set up by ordinary telephone

• S. G. LEWIS and C. E. EASTERLING: " The Teleprinter Ancillary," ibid.,
1936, vol 29, p. 119.

t H. STAHL: "The Siemens-Hell Writer," Telegraphen und Fernsprech-
Techmk, 1933, vol. 22, p. 291.

t Teleprinter exchange service.

nv hods.) There are now between 11 000 and 12 000
subscribers. The average time to effect connection for
the whole U.S.A. is only 1-3 minutes. Owing to the
number of links involved in very long connections,
regenerative repeaters have been found to be necessary.

Automatic interconnection of lines.
On their landline system in the U.S.A. the Western

Union Telegraph Co. have introduced a system which
eliminates manual re-transmission of telegrams at_central
offices. Incoming messages are received on a printer
re-perforator, associated with which is a switchboard cord
circuit including a transmitter. By plugging into the
appropriate jack indicated by the message designation the
switchboard operators send all messages to a storage
point, where they are queued and subsequently re-trans-
mitted to line without further manual attention.

An important future development is likely to consist in
the application of the methods of automatic telephony to
public telegraph circuits, entirely eliminating the present
re-transmission of telegrams at what would then become
switching centres. A complete switching system would
enable a through connection to be set up between any
two offices in the British Isles by dialling the appropriate
code. Increased circuit provision is necessary, however,
since under the switched system chance traffic replaces
the queued traffic inherent in the present re-transmission
system. An automatic switching system has been
developed in Great Britain and has successfully passed
the test of a field trial involving 22 stations. It has
been designed so that messages may be received on an
unattended teleprinter and also so that, in the event of
all extension circuits to the required office being busy, the
message is passed to operators at the. final switching
centre for subsequent re-transmission.*

Instruments and maintenance.
Increasing use of teleprinters is being made by most

telegraph administrations, and novel types have been
designed. This has led to the development of improved
testing methods both for the apparatus and for the line to
which it is connected. Routine testing of telegraph
circuits in Great Britain was introduced when voice-
frequency working over the telephone cable network was
started. More recently, teleprinter " margin " testerst
have been designed and provided at all maintenance and
overhaul centres. In the measurement of speed, which
plays an important part in the correct functioning of
telegraph equipment, considerable improvements have
been obtained by the introduction of a piece of apparatus
called a synchroscope. J In this instrument the accepted
standard of speed or frequency is the frequency-controlled
a.c. mains supply. For cases where this is not available,
a stable, valve-maintained, tuning-fork oscillator has been
designed.

Private-wire Services
Prior to the advent of the teleprinter, the main users of

private telegraph services were the cable companies and
Press interests. With the introduction of the teleprinter,
however, increasing numbers of " private wires " have

* L. H. HARRIS- "Automatic Teleprinter Switching," Post Office Electrical
Engineers' Journal, 1936, vol. 29, p 217.

t L. H. HARRIS, E H. JOLLEV, and F. O. MORRELL: " Recent Developments
in Telegiaph Transmission and their Application to the British Telegraph
Service," Journal I.E.E., 1«37, vol. 80, p. 237. J Ibid.
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been rented to business houses, and this service is be-
coming of increasing relative importance. 900 private-
wire circuits are now rented from the Post Office. A
development of the private point-to-point communication
to one in which a central office can communicate simul-
taneously with a number of others, includes some 8
systems and 130 stations.

A system has been developed in America whereby a
long-distance circuit is shared between a number of
subscribers, each of whom has private-wire facilities in
that the sender may start at any moment without the
necessity of demanding a connection. The system is a
development of the multiplex method of working, i.e.
circuit use is divided between a number of terminations
on a time basis. The cyclic period, however, is equally
apportioned between the subscribers actually sending, so
that, with only one subscriber sending on a channel, the
speed is equal to that of the channel. A typical example
of this is the division of 4 full channels into 48 " vario-
plex " sub-channels. The system is in use between New
York and San Francisco, New York and Los Angeles, and
on several other routes. Service is automatically
metered and charged for on a word basis.

International and Long-distance Services
Continental services.

A 12-channel voice-frequency system, London-Paris,
was opened in 1936; and another system, London-
Brussels, in 1937. There are two London-Rotterdam
super-audio channels (carrier frequency 2 940 cycles per
sec.) superposed on the London-Hamburg and London-
Stockholm telephone circuits.

Telex communication with foreign countries has
recently been introduced, and at the present time
facilities are provided for communication with Holland,
Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland. Trials are being
made with other European countries.

Submarine cables.
No new transoceanic telegraph cables have been laid

during the period under review, but the Western Union
Telegraph Co. have been experimenting with a submarine
plough which, in shallow waters, can be used to make a
furrow in the bottom of the ocean, feed the cable into it,
and cover it up. Cables laid in this way will be protected
against the heavy drags attached to the nets of steam
trawlers which now cause extensive and recurrent
damage in the fishing areas.

Improvements have been made in the design of valve
amplifiers for submarine cables, resulting in greater
stability and reduced susceptibility to the effects of
earth currents.

Cables and Wireless, Ltd., have introduced machines
which enable typed paper tape to be produced under the
direct control of incoming morse signals, without the
necessity for an intermediate stage involving perforation
of a tape. The problem facing the designers was more
difficult than those associated with teleprinting, since it
was necessary to cater for a code in which the characters
vary between 2 and 7 elements. The Western Union Co.
have made progress in the application of the 5-unit
multiplex system to non-loaded Atlantic cables, and have
attained higher letter speeds with this system than can
be achieved with 3-element cable code. Page printers
have displaced tape printers on many of the cables
operated by this system, reducing the terminal delay due
to message-handling. A message-form ejector, incor-
porated in the printer, operates on a character designating
the end of the message, and automatically moves a new
form into the correct printing position.

Considerable experience has been gained in the use of
storing transmitters and channel switching systems
enabling particular channels of multiplex-operated cables
to be extended to, or served by, landline outlets in any
order made desirable by traffic requirements.




